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1.  What are the two main kinds of questions?

2.  What question words do you use to ask about...
a. …people? d. …location (place)? 
b. …things? e.  …reason?
c. …time? f.  …method (way)?

3.  When do you need prepositions at the end of questions?

4. When do you use how?

5. How do you ask about number and amount?

6.  What is the difference between what and which?

7.  What are subject questions?

Lesson Objectives
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Kinds of Questions

• There are two kinds of questions that are most common in English.

• yes/no questions
• information questions

*You can answer yes/no questions with other words, but they basically mean yes or 
no.

• "Probably"     =     yes
• “I think so."    =     yes

• “I doubt it."       =     no
• "Maybe not."    =     no

Yes/No Questions
• A yes/no question is a question that has only two answers*, yes or no.
• The first word of a yes/no question is a helping verb followed by the subject.
• The answer includes a subject and the same helping verb as the question.

• "Do you enjoy sports?"                 "Yes, I do."
• "Can you speak Spanish?"           "No, I can't."



Information Questions

Information Questions
• Information questions are formed like yes/no questions.
• HV   +   subject   +   MV
• In front of the helping verb, just add a wh~ question word.

who       when         why       which       what       where       how       whose
• “Who will you go with?
• “Where are you learning hula?”
• “How did you come to school today?”

• You can end a question with who or what and a preposition.

• “Who did you do your project with?”            (with Megan)
• “What should I put these in?”                       (in a plastic bag)

• You cannot end a question with when or where with a preposition.
• When and where replace the entire prepositional phrase, not just the noun.

• "Where did you go last weekend?”               (to the beach)
• "When should we meet?”                              (on Monday morning)



Information Questions
• Questions with why ask about the reason.
• They are usually answered with because*.

• Why is Kevin wearing a suit?
• Because he has a job interview.

• Why did you leave early?
• Because I felt a little sick.

• Questions with how ask about the method or way something was done.
• They are often answered with by or with.

• How will you do your presentation?
• With PowerPoint.

• How did you get to Osaka?
• By shinkansen.

*In conversational English, it is fine to answer with just Because…
• A:  Why were you late?
• B:  Because traffic was really bad this morning.

However, when you write, the adverb clause with because (cause) must be 
connected to the main clause (effect) in one sentence.

 I was late for work because traffic was really bad this morning.
 I was late for work. Because traffic was really bad this morning.
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How…?
• Questions with how ask about the method or way something was done.
• They are often answered with by or with.

• Q: How did you get to Osaka?
• A: By shinkansen.

• Q: How will you do your presentation?
• A: With PowerPoint.

*When you answer how questions, you often need to add a preposition.  However, 
don't include the preposition in the question.

 How long will you stay in Canada?
 How long will you stay in Canada for?

• You can use how to ask about opinions and conditions.
• You answer these questions with adjectives**.

• Q:  How do you feel today?
• A:  I feel much better.

• Q:  How was the movie?
• A:  It was really good.

**A common error is to add the preposition like after how questions.  You only add 
like with what.  Like is followed by a noun.

• Q:  How does it smell?
• A:  It smells delicious.

• Q:  What does it smell like?
• A:  It smells like a new car.



How…?
• How is often combined with an adjective or an adverb.
• Common How…? questions include:

weight How heavy…? • How heavy is your suitcase?

frequency How often…? • How often do you wash your car?

time How long…? • How long will you stay in Canada?

age How old…? • How old are your children?

price How much…? • How much did your sandwich cost?

size How big…? • How big was your school?

speed How fast…? • How fast were they driving?

difficulty How hard…? • How hard was the test?



Part 3:
How much…?
How many…?
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How much…? vs. How many…?
• Number refers to countable nouns.  Amount refers to uncountable nouns.
• Number and amount are described by quantifiers.

• There were several dogs in the park.
• There are five players on a basketball team.

(number of dogs)
(number of players)

• I have a lot of homework to do this weekend.
• I added a little pepper to my salad.

(amount of homework)
(amount of pepper)

• To ask about number and amount, use the following question patterns.

*If the noun is understood because of the verb or it was mentioned earlier, you don’t 
need to keep the noun in the question.

• How much does it cost?
(cost = money)

• A:  I’d like to buy some donuts.
• B:  Sure.  How many would you like?

• How many dogs…?
• How many players…?

Amount How + much + uncountable noun*

Number How + many + plural countable noun*

• How much homework…?
• How much pepper…?



How much…? vs. How many…?
• To make questions, about number or amount from a regular statement…
• …change the quantifier to how much… or how many…
• …and move the entire question phrase, including the noun**, to the front.
• Follow all other question rules for helping verbs, etc.

*A very common error is to have how much or how many at the beginning of the 
question and the noun after the main verb.

 How many do you need players for basketball?
 How much do you have homework tonight?

There were several dogs in the park.

There were how many dogs in the park.

How many dogs were in the park?

You need five players for basketball.

You need how many players for...

How many players do you need for…?

I have to do a lot of homework.

I have to do how much homework.

How much homework do you have to do?

I put a little pepper on my eggs.

I put how much pepper on my eggs.

How much pepper did you put…?



Part 4:
What…?    vs.
Which…?
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What…? vs. Which…?

• What and which* are often combined with a noun*.

• What time is it?
• What flavor do you want?

• Which color do you like better?
• Which desk is yours?

*Which is often followed by the pronoun one or ones to give a choice.
• Which one do you like better, the blue one or the green one?

• What is used when there is an unlimited number of answers.
• You are asking a general question with no limits.

• Which is used when there is a small number of choices.
• The group you can choose from is limited.

• What do you want to drink?
• There is a large variety to choose 

from, like in a convenience store.

• What kind of car did you buy?
• There are hundreds of brands and 

models to choose from.

• Which do you prefer, Coke or 
Pepsi?

• You only have two choices.

• Which car did you choose, the Jeep 
or the Toyota?

• My final list was narrowed down to two.



Part 5:
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Subject Questions
• Most questions begin with a helping verb followed by the subject of the question.
• The main verb of the question is usually in the base* form.

• Will you have time to help us?
• What time does the movie start?

• Can you speak Japanese?
• Where did you buy those shoes?

• A subject question looks like a regular statement, with a subject and main verb.
• The subject is the question word who or sometimes what and even which.
• The main verb changes depending on the time.

• Rie is playing the piano.
• Joey will join us.

• Who is playing the piano?
• Who will join us?

• In subject questions, who and what are always singular...
• ...even if the answer is clearly plural.

• To answer a subject question, you only need two things...
• ...the subject and a helping verb*.

*If there is no helping verb in the question, use do, does or did in the answer

• Who wants hot dogs for lunch?
• We do.

• What was making all that noise?
• Some animals were.
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